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Abstract : In The super resolution (SR), the method of obtaining an image with high resolution (HR) through processing a low-

resolution (LR) picture, being the primary concern of the present research. During single image super resolution (SISR), the improved 

very deep super resolution (IVDSR) was used to deliver an improved version of the SISR. The suggested approach depends on CNN, for 

instance, with a network depth of 20 and several image attributes to train that include apply up-sampling as well as residual images—a 

vital phase in SISR. The bi-cubic approach and the suggested  deep learning based on Modified CNN with rectified linear Unit 6 —are 

combined to enhance the methodology that is being described. The methodology that will be considering determines improved PSNR 

and SSIM outcomes. Both of these factors are crucial for the final results analysis of the image super resolution (ISR) research. Testing 

data sets, such as the UC Mecred land collection, are available for the training and testing of the approach given. When compared to 

other prior techniques, the suggested technique produces superior results. According on the WHU-RS19 dataset set, the suggested 

method's output will be compared to that of SRCNN, VDSR, D-DBPN, RCAN, SRFBN, SAN, Hybrid Method [1], and the proposed 

MSISR. Use MATLAB 2020A for the suggested method's simulation.  

IndexTerms - Super Resolution, Deep Neural Network, Image Super Resolution, Convolution Neural Network, Remote 

Sensing Image, Up Sampling, Residual. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SISR has been a key topic among scientists in the last few years. Single-image super-resolution and other methods have been 

created to identify various high-resolution images. These solutions seem to be very reliant on a variety of circumstances as well 

as unique datasets and observations. Single-image super resolution is shown in the following fig.1."Super-resolution" is the 

process of converting low-resolution images into high-resolution images (SR). Therefore, to put it differently, LR stands for a 

single image input, high-resolution for the real data, and SR for the predicted high-resolution. 

 
Fig. 1. Shows the Single Image Super Resolution (SISR) [12] 

Image super resolution is well know problem for satellite image as well as synthetic aperture radar images (SAR). The main 

objective of proposed research work to improve the visual quality of satellite and SAR images.  [27]. The research and technique 

of receiving information about an item, region, or phenomena by processing results collected by a machine that is not in 

communication with the subject, place, or activity being researched is known as "remote sensing" [20]. The remote sensing 

picture, collected by sensor spectral remote sensing techniques, provides a lot of information for monitoring the land temperature, 

and has a wide spectrum of uses in the areas of image corresponding and sensing, land surface identification, urban economic 

evaluation, energy investigation, and so on [19]. High-resolution satellite images have been shown to serve a vital function. But 

compared to synthetic photographs, remote sensing photography has less resolution and geographic clarity because of things like 

long-distance imaging, unstable weather, broadcast distortion, and mobility distortion.. The scales of surface elements in remotely 

sensed photography are also often different, which makes the items and their surroundings work together in the combined 

distribution of their picture patterns [18]. 
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A. Single Image Super Resolution 

An A super-resolution network, as seen in fig. 1, at the earth's cubic, may be employed in a variety of procedures. It will be used 

to improve the process of categorizing photographs and make it simpler for users. They spend several hours subdividing 

automobiles or categorizing military aircraft, so improving the quality of the photos they're viewing speeds up their job, improves 

the quality of their categorization, and improves their overall well-being [14]. It is something that a large number of individuals 

might benefit from as well. This improvement may be beneficial to people as well as robots. The purpose of single image super-

resolution (SISR) is to boost image resolution beyond the limitations of the sensor. That also means growing in terms of visual 

elements without maintaining greater location data than the initial acquisition equipment acquired. There are two types of SR 

approaches, single-image and multi-image, that may be used according to the input pictures. Multi-image SR methods need 

numerous scene images to be obtained concurrently at various places, while single-image SR approaches employ a single image 

of the target scene to get the super-resolved output [15]. The single-image technique is often used in remote sensing because it 

gives a more flexible strategy for super-resolving any kind of imaging sensor without requiring a satellite constellation. This 

problem is usually solved by using strong information from a group of images to narrow down the number of possible solutions. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Yu, Fanghua, Xintao et.al. (2023)."OSRT: Omnidirectional image super-resolution with distortion-aware transformer." , In 

this research work , authors find that the previous downsampling process in the ODISR task harms the intrinsic distribution of 

pixel density in ODIs, which leads to poor generalization ability in real-world scenarios. To tackle this issue, we propose Fisheye 

down sampling, which mimics the real-world imaging process to preserve the realistic density distribution. After refining the 

down sampling process, we design a distortion-aware Transformer (OSRT) to modulate distortions continuously and self-

adaptively. OSRT learns offsets from the distortion-related condition and rectifies distortion by feature-level warping. Moreover, 

to alleviate the overfitting problem of large networks, we propose to synthesize additional ERP training data from the plain 

images. Extensive experiments have demonstrated the state-of-the-art performance of our OSRT [1]. Zhang, et.al. 

(2022),"Single-Image Super Resolution of Remote Sensing Images with Real-World Degradation 

Modeling", In this article, a real-world degradation modeling framework and a residual balanced 

attention network with modified UNet discriminator (RBAN-UNet) have been presented for remote 

sensing image super resolution. The quality of real RSIs is affected by a series of factors, such as 

illumination, atmosphere, imaging sensor responses, and signal processing, resulting in a gap in the 

performance of previous methods between laboratory conditions and actual conditions. To model the real-

world degradation of RSIs, researcher presented to estimate the blur kernels and noise patches in the 

dataset separately. Then, the blur kernels and noise patches Researcher used to construct a realistic dataset 

that follows the desired mapping function from realistic LR images to clean HR images. Moreover, 

researcher develop a novel CNN model to perform the SR reconstruction for RSIs. Researcher use a 

residual in residual architecture as the backbone and embed balanced attention modules (BAM) to 

improve the performance. To generate more realistic results, a modified UNet pixel-wise discriminator 

is employed. Detailed experiments were carried out to compare the presented model with classic SISR 

networks. Referenced experiments, non-referenced experiments, and ablation studies validate that the 

degradation modeling framework improves the performance of models dealing with real RSIs and the 

presented RBAN UNet model achieves a state-of-the- art performance in the real-world SISR problem for 

RSIs [2]. Zili, et.al. (2022),"Unsupervised Remote Sensing Image Super- Resolution Guided by Visible Images",In 

this research work presented a novel cross-domain super-resolution method called UVRSR, which allowed training to be 

conducted with unpaired HR visible images and LR remote sensing images. It enhanced the capability for HR visible images to 

assist in the reconstruction of remote sensing images. It is the first work to apply visible images to assist remote sensing domain 

SR, and is also the first to perform cross-domain SR without HR/LR training pairs. It combines the advantages of HR visible 

images and remote sensing images, or, in other words, the advantages of visible realistic details and remote sensing structural 

information. In UVRSR, to learn more detailed images without domain shift in the reconstruction, researcher presented a novel 

two-branch training strategy and a domain ruled discriminator. The two-branch training, which included the visible image-guided 

branch (VIG) and the remote image-guided branch (RIG), has different functions for the SR network. VIG is designed to explore 

sufficient high frequency information from the HR visible target, while RIG is meant to learn the inner relationship in the remote 

sensing domain [3].  Wang, et.al, (2022)"Remote sensing image super-resolution and object detection: Benchmark and state 

of the art." The object localization and detection task in RS images is a topic of continuous research; thus, developing state-of-

the-art object detectors for remote sensing of the environment is of utmost . In this research work presented a new benchmark 

RSSOD dataset for remote sensing object detectors with a high overlap of classes and complex settings, emphasizing small-sized 

objects. Researcher also presented an RFA-based MCGR network that achieved state-of-the- art image SR quality and object 

detection tasks. The current detection accuracy for the classes like vehicle, airplane, and ship Researcher satisfactory, while there 

needs further exploration to learn the complex features of the tree and  low-vegetation classes. Extensive experiments show that 

using an image SR network before the object detection task helps in improving the map for object detection, and the presented 

MCGR outperforms the state-of-the-art YOLOv5 for map by 5% and 13% for scale factors of 2 and 4, respectively [4].  

Jia, S., et.al, (2022).In this research, researcher present a GAN-based SR network named the multi-attention-GAN that 

correctly learns the mapping from LR to HR images to generate perceptually pleasing HR images. Specifically, researcher first 

designed a GAN-based framework for the image SR task. The key to accomplishing the SR task is the image generator with 

post-up-sampling that researcher designed. The main body of the generator contains two blocks; one is the PCRDB block, and 

the other is the AUP block. The AttPConv in the PCRDB block is a module that combines multi-scale convolution and channel 
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attention to automatically learn and adjust the scaling of the residuals for better results. The AUP block is a module that 

combines pixel attention to perform arbitrary multiples of up-sampling. These two blocks work together to help generate better 

quality images. For the loss function, researcher design a loss function based on pixel loss and introduce both adversarial loss 

and feature loss to guide the generator learning. Finally, it is demonstrated by researcher experiments that researcher presented 

MA-GAN can perform better than some state-of-the-art SR methods [5]. Zhang, et.al, (2020), “Remote sensing image super-

resolution via mixed high- order attention network”, In this article, researcher presented a novel network for remote sensing 

image SR named MHAN to fully exploit hierarchical features by applying different order HOA modules to feature maps with 

different frequency bands. Compared with commonly use CA, the presented HOA module is capable of modeling complex and 

high-order statistics. Due to the weighted channel wise concatenation (WCC), CG and CB can adaptively adjust the ratio 

between the nonlinear and identity mapping branches, hence extending the model representational capacity. Moreover, FAC is 

also presented to connect the feature extraction and feature refinement networks effectively. The comprehensive  experimental  

results have demonstrated that researcher MHAN could provide the better performance in comparison with the state-of-the-art 

methods by using less running time and GPU cost [6]. Li, et.al. (2019),"Feedback network for image super-resolution", In 

this research, researcher a novel network for image SR called super-resolution feedback network (SRFBN) to faithfully 

reconstruct a SR image by enhancing low-level representations with high-level ones. The feedback block (FB) in the network 

can effectively handle the feedback information flow as well as the feature reuse. In addition, a curriculum learning strategy is 

presented to enable the network to well suitable for more complicated tasks, where the low-resolution images are corrupted by 

complex degradation models. The comprehensive experimental results have demonstrated that the presented SRFBN could 

deliver the comparative or better performance in comparison with the state-of-the-art methods by using very fewer parameters 

[7].  

III. DEEP LEARNING AND MACHINE LEARNING  

Deep In this section discuss the proposed solution for Synthetic Aperture Radar Image Super Resolution Using Deep 

Learning Based on Modified CNN With Rectified Linear Unit6 (RELU6) . The proposed solution which solve the problem of 

previous work that is discuss in the previous research works. The proposed method is design to enhance the resolution of image 

using single image super-resolution (SISR). The suggested technique is extensively used in computer vision applications, which 

span from processing high resolution images needed for in-depth disease investigation to security and surveillance imaging. The 

three main issues with single picture super-resolution are similarity mismatch, blur, and fine edge recognition. The two backbone 

outcome parameters in the suggested study are the measurement of the structural similarity index and the peak signal to noise 

ratio. 

For the calculation of accuracy of proposed method required both data training and testing data sets. In the first part of proposed 

method create training data set and in the second stage apply Convolutional Networks (CNN) with Relu6 calculation. 

Synthetic Aperture Radar Image Super Resolution Using Deep Learning Based on Modified CNN With Rectified Linear 

Unit6 (RELU6)  Training Stage - Training is the important part of proposed single image super-resolution (SISR) method. In 

the below section discuss the training. 

Training Steps 

1. Data Set Selection - In this step selection of the 'data set'. There are different data set available for training. As per requirement 

of work select the data set. In the data set there are different images available in the different format such as ‘jpg’, ‘bmp’ and 

‘png’. 

2. Prepossessing of Selected data - In this step apply prepossessing of the selected image from selected data set. Apply list 

creation of training images. 

3. Create list of all images available in data set. Apply Up sampling of images presented in the current directory as well as apply 

calculate residual of  the network. 

4. Define different resolution factor [2,3and 4], Now start the proposed MSISR training for this require three parameters scale 

factor, up sampled directory and residual outcome image directory name. 

5. Apply Patch in training images and store in random patch data store. 

6. Now apply deep neural network with depth of 20 and apply convolution 2d with layer(3,64) and also apply 'Weights Initializer', 

‘Histogram equaltization’ ,'Bias Initializer', of the convolution 2d  network.  

7. Now apply the  middle layers that is convolation of the  intial layer and residual Layer. 

8. In the the convolution 2D networ final layer that is genrate by ther Conv Layer and regression Layer 

9. Now apply the layers combination that is first Layer, middle Layers,and final Layers with the number of epochs is100 and 

learning rate factor  is 0.1 and minimize batch size is 64. Finally calculate the image (Iycbcr). 

10. Apply the combination of the  Fusion  = Iy bicubic + Iresidual; // Bicubic image and Residual Image Obtain the CNNREL6= 

ycbcr2rgb(cat(3,Isr, Icb bi cubic, Icr bi cubic)); Show Image (Ivdsr) 
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Fig.2: Training data set Flow diagram 

Rectified linear unit 

 Rectified linear unit, also known as ReLU, is an acronym that refers to a device that uses the non-saturating activation 

function. The capability of CNNs to generate the internal structure of a two-dimensional image is one of the advantages of 

utilizing these algorithms. When dealing with satellite images, it is essential that the model be capable of learning location but 

also scale in a variety of different data formats. This is made possible by the previous point. 

Modified Relu6 Leaky ReLUs make it possible for a small positive gradient to exist even while the unit is inactive.  

 

𝑓(𝑥) = {
𝑥,   𝑖𝑓 𝑥 > 0

0.01𝑥,        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                                                 (1) 

ReLU6 

ReLUs (ReLUs) take this idea one step advance by turning the coefficient of leakage into a variable that is knowing 

along with the other features of the neural net. 

 

𝑓(𝑥) = {
𝑥,   𝑖𝑓 𝑥 > 0

𝑎𝑥,        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                                                                   (2) 

and thus has a relation to "maxout" networks 

 

𝑓(𝑥) =  𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑥, 𝑎𝑥)                                                                                       (3) 

Note that for a ≤ 1, this is equivalent.  

Examine scalar-valued, discrete temporal structures known as initially linear time invariant, or LTI, processes. This will 

enable us to comprehend the convolution operation's relevance. Any system that converts one sequence into another—which is 

what an LTI system does—has the two properties listed below. An LTI system is denoted by the symbol O(). 

x1(t) and x2(t) and scalars α1 and α2, 

Start 

Image 

read 

Query image 

Random scale 

Apply up-sampling and residual of image 

bicubic 

Resolution factor 

(2,3,4) & apply patches 
Store random 

patches in 

MAT file 

Convolution 2D width layer (3,64) 

max epochs=100 Epoch Intervals=1 

,learning Rate Factor=0.1 

Output layer obtain Iycbcr 

Image fusion 
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with MAT file 

End 

Apply DNN depth-

20 

IY bi cubic + I 

RESIDUAL 
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𝑂(𝛼1𝑋1(. ) + 𝛼2𝑋2(. ))(𝑡)                                                                                  (4) 

= 𝛼1O(X1(. ))(t) + α2O(X2(. ))(t)                                                                  (5) 

Time invariance- input signal 

X (. )X (. )                                                                                                                     (6) 

Output   Y(⋅) = O(X(⋅))Y(⋅) = O(X(⋅))                                                                        (7) 

The time shifted input 

~X(t) = X(t − τ)X~(t) = X(t − τ)                                                                          (8) 

output 

O(~X(t))O(X~(t))                                                                                              (9) 

Denoted 

~Y(⋅)Y~(⋅)                                                                                                          (10) 

is the time-shifted output of the original input. 

~Y(t) = Y(t − τ)Y~(t) = Y(t − τ)                                                              (11) 

LTI describes several signal operations effectively. Signal X(t). It can be represented as, 

X(t) = ∞∑τ = −∞X(τ)δ(t − τ)                                                            (12) 

Where δ (t) is the sequence such that δ (0)=1 and for t≠0, δ(t)=0. 

This version, together with the LTI properties: 

𝑌(𝑡) = 𝑂(𝑋(𝑡))                                                                                (13) 

= 𝑂(∞∑𝜏 − ∞𝑋(𝜏)𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏))                                                     (14) 

= ∞∑𝜏 − ∞𝑥(𝜏)𝑂(𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏))                                                    (15) 
The present denotes the output of δ(t) as H(t). This is called the impulse response. 

Time invariance                                                                                   𝑂(𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏)) = 𝐻(𝑡 − 𝜏)                                                          (16) 

Therefore arrive at 

𝑌(𝑡) = ∞∑𝜏 = −∞𝑥(𝜏)𝐻(𝑡 − 𝜏)                                                 (17) 
This operation, which is represented by the notation, is known as the convolution of X (.) and H (.).When considering linear time 

invariant systems, convolutions naturally arise because the action of the system on any given signal can be simply expressed as 

the convolution of the signal with the impulse response of the system. One may use commutativity to the convolution process. X 

times H hence equals H times X. Modifying the pertinent variables will make this task simple. 

𝜏′ = 𝑡 − 𝜏(𝜏 = 𝑡 − 𝜏′)                                                                           (18) 
𝑋 ⋆ 𝐻 = ∞∑𝜏 = −∞𝑋(𝜏)𝐻(𝑡 − 𝜏)                                                            (19) 

= ∞∑𝜏′ = −∞𝑋(𝑡 − 𝜏′)𝐻(𝜏′) = 𝐻 ∗ 𝑋                                                  20) 
we were to define the convolution operation differently 

𝑋~ ∗ 𝐻 = ∞∑𝜏 = −∞𝑋(𝜏)𝐻(𝜏 − 𝑡)                                                              (21) 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

We apply our proposed technique to the UC-Mecred land data collection (UC-Merced) [15] as an illustration of its effectiveness. 

This data collection has been heavily used for research and development by the remote sensing SR community. In particular, the 

21 courses that UC-Merced offers span a wide range of remote sensing applications, from baseball fields to the beach, from 

agriculture to aerial photography. There are 100 images in each category, with an average pixel size of 256 by 256 and a spatial 

resolution of around 0.3 meters [15].The suggested approach is tested using the WHU-RS19 data set. Seven photos make up the 

dataset: fields, parking, industry, rivers, lakes, forests, and grass. A micro-form of the UC-Merced data collection is this one. 

 

‘UC-Mecred land data set’ The University of California, Merced is an outdoor use remote sensing picture collection consisting 

of 21 classes, each containing 100+ photos. Large photos from the USGS National Map metropolitan Area Imagery collection for 

different metropolitan locations around the US were manually used to extract the pictures. This public domain picture has a pixel 

resolution of 0.3 m. Although the majority of the photos are 256 by 256 pixels, 44 of them have distinct shapes. 

Homepage: http://weegee.vision.ucmerced.edu/datasets/landuse.html 

 

 ‘WHU-RS19’ data set WHU-RS19 is a collection of high-resolution satellite photos up to 0.5 m that are exported from Google 

Earth. The following image shows a few examples from the database. High-resolution satellite images of 19 classifications of 

significant sceneries are included in it, including commercial, desert, agriculture, football fields, forests, industrial, meadows, 

mountains, parks, parking lots, ponds, ports, residential areas, rivers, viaducts, and beaches. There are around 50 examples per 

class. It's important to keep in mind that picture samples within the same class may differ in terms of size, orientation, and 

lighting since they are gathered from various places in satellite photos with varying resolutions. 

PSNR Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): The PSNR is computed as: 

PSNR = 10 log10
s2

MSE
                                                               (221) 

The PSNR is higher for an excellent worth image and lower for a poor quality image. It measures image fidelity, that is, 

however closely the distorted image resembles the actual image. In our research work on the basis of our image size 255x255. 

Mean Square Error (MSE): The MSE measures the standard amendment between the actual image (X) and the noised image (Y) 

and is given by: 

MSE =  
1

N
∑(Xj − Yj)

2                                                                (23) 

N−1

j=0
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Xj  Shows the cover image 

Yj  Shows the stego image 

The MSE has been extensively used to quantify image quality and once used alone; it doesn’t correlate powerfully enough with 

sensory activity quality. It ought to be used, therefore in conjunction with alternative quality metrics and perception. 

 

 
(a) Database of ‘UC-Mecred land data set (UC-Merced)’ 

 

 
(b) Data set of "WHU-RS19" 

 

PSNR Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): The PSNR is computed as: 

PSNR = 10 log10
s2

MSE
                                                               (221) 

The PSNR is higher for an excellent worth image and lower for a poor quality image. It measures image fidelity, that is, 

however closely the distorted image resembles the actual image. In our research work on the basis of our image size 255x255. 

Mean Square Error (MSE): The MSE measures the standard amendment between the actual image (X) and the noised image (Y) 

and is given by: 

MSE =  
1

N
∑(Xj − Yj)

2                                                                (23) 

N−1

j=0

 

Xj  Shows the cover image 

Yj  Shows the stego image 

The MSE has been extensively used to quantify image quality and once used alone; it doesn’t correlate powerfully enough with 

sensory activity quality. It ought to be used, therefore in conjunction with alternative quality metrics and perception. 

SSIM 

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = [𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦)]𝛼[𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)]𝛽[𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦)]𝛾                                           (24) 
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with respect to which are the mean values for the pictures of x, and cross-covariance is the standard deviation of the images. If = 

= = 1 (the default value for Exponents) and C3 = C2/2 (the default value for C3) are used, the index becomes: 

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) =
(2𝜇𝑥𝜇𝑦 + 𝐶1)(2𝜎𝑥𝑦 + 𝐶2)

(𝜇𝑥
2 + 𝜇𝑦

2 + 𝐶1)(𝜎𝑥
2 + 𝜎𝑦

2 + 𝐶2)
                                     (25) 

Result Discussion In this section discuss the MATlab simulated outcomes in terms of qualitative research and quantities research. 

Now we will talk about the simulation result using the provided technique. In order to facilitate a visual comparison of the results, 

illustrated in fig. 5.5, Fig.5.5 depicts the many outputs that may be achieved using the suggested strategy on scale factor 2.  

 

     

 
(a) GrassImage    (a1) Enhanced grass image    Field  image       (b1) Enhanced Field Image  

In the above figure 5.5 shows the visual result comparison of proposed method with previous method. Now discuss the 

quantities analysis on two different result parameters  PSNR and SSIM.  

 

Table. I. Comparison of Proposed Method Different Previous Methods based on PSNR 

WHU-RS19 
SRCNN 

[14] 

VDSR 

[12] 

D-DBPN 

[11] 

RCAN 

[13] 

SRFBN 

[9] 
SAN [5] 

MHAN 

[10] 
Proposed 

Grass 38.66 38.96 39.20 39.27 39.17 39.21 39.27 37.43 

Field 36.32 36.56 36.82 36.90 36.79 36.85 36.89 38.72 

Industry 30.29 31.14 31.54 31.7 31.52 31.64 31.63 31.23 

River Lake 34.99 35.40 35.59 35.65 35.58 35.63 35.64 36.20 

Forest 32.61 32.75 32.85 32.88 32.84 32.87 32.88 35.11 

Resident 29.55 30.23 30.53 30.64 30.52 30.61 30.61 32.06 

Parking 29.01 29.54 30.08 30.24 30.07 30.18 30.18 31.21 

 

Table. II. Comparison of proposed method different previous methods based SSIM  

WHU-RS19 
SRCNN 

[14] 

VDSR 

[12] 

D-DBPN 

[11] 

RCAN 

[13] 

SRFBN 

[9] 
SAN [5] 

MHAN 

[10] 
Proposed 

Grass 0.94 0.942 0.941 0.945 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.98 

Field 0.862 0.865 0.871 0.871 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.98 

Industry 0.895 0.909 0.915 0.917 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.93 

River Lake 0.930 0.934 0.936 0.937 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 
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Forest 0.870 0.873 0.876 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89 

Resident 0.867 0.903 0.908 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.93 

Parking 0.867 0.879 0.892 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.94 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The present research offers SAR picture quality enchantment and super-resolution for satellite photos. The present method uses 

CNN to fuse the features of two separate techniques for training purposes, with a network depth of 20 and up-sampling and residual 

pictures employed during training (a critical step in SISR). It is shown that combining VSDR methods with the characteristics of 

the bi-cubic approach is necessary to improve the present outcome. For the improvement of the proposed Synthetic Aperture Radar 

Image Super Resolution Using Deep Learning Based on Modified CNN With Rectified Linear Unit6 (RELU6) . The presented 

method shows better results in terms of PSNR and SSIM. There are data sets available for the training and testing of the presented 

method, such as test datasets UC Mecred land Data set. The result of proposed method is based on WHU-RS19 data set and result 

compared with SRCNN, VDSR, D-DBPN, RCAN, SRFBN, SAN, Hybrid Method [1] and Proposed MSISR. For the simulation of 

proposed method use MATLAB 2020A. 
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